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UNITED STATES  
SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION  

Washington, D.C. 20549  

FORM 8-K  

CURRENT REPORT  
Pursuant to Section 13 OR 15(d) of The Securities Exchange Act of 1934  

Date of Report (Date of earliest event reported): February 28, 2008  

GLOBAL CASH ACCESS HOLDINGS, INC.  
(Exact name of registrant as specified in its charter) 

Registrant’s telephone number, including area code: (800) 833-7110 

Check the appropriate box below if the Form 8-K filing is intended to simultaneously satisfy the filing obligation of the registrant 
under any of the following provisions:  

� Written communications pursuant to Rule 425 under the Securities Act (17 CFR 230.425)  
 
� Soliciting material pursuant to Rule 14a-12 under the Exchange Act (17 CFR 240.14a-12)  
 
� Pre-commencement communications pursuant to Rule 14d-2(b) under the Exchange Act (17 CFR 240.14d-2(b))  
 
� Pre-commencement communications pursuant to Rule 13e-4(c) under the Exchange Act (17 CFR 240.13e-4(c))  

   

  

  

          
Delaware   001-32622   20-0723270 

(State or other Jurisdiction of 
Incorporation) 

  (Commission File Number)   (IRS Employer Identification No.) 

      
3525 East Post Road, Suite 120  

Las Vegas, Nevada    89120 
(Address of Principal Executive Offices)   (Zip Code) 

  
  

(Former name or former address if changed since last report.) 

  

  



   

Item 1.01.   Entry into a Material Definitive Agreement.  

On February 28, 2008, Global Cash Access, Inc. (“GCA”), a Delaware corporation and wholly-owned subsidiary of Global Cash 
Access Holdings, Inc., entered into a Stock Purchase Agreement (the “Agreement”) with Fidelity National Transaction Services, Inc., 
a Georgia corporation (“Seller”), and Certegy Gaming Services, Inc., a Minnesota corporation (“CGS”). Seller is the owner of all of 
the outstanding shares of capital stock of CGS (the “Shares”).  

On February 28, 2008, GCA issued a press release announcing the execution of the Agreement. A copy of the press release is 
attached hereto as Exhibit 99.1.  

The Agreement provides the terms and conditions pursuant to which GCA will purchase all of the Shares from Seller for an 
aggregate purchase price of $25,000,000 in cash, subject to a net working capital adjustment. GCA shall deposit $2,500,000 of such 
purchase price into an escrow account for two years, all or a portion of which may be returned to GCA in satisfaction of 
indemnification claims by GCA against Seller. To the extent that no such claims are made at the end of the first year of such two year 
period, $1,000,000 shall be released from such escrow to Seller. In the event that an indemnification claim is made by GCA prior to 
the expiration of such two year period that exceeds the amount remaining in such escrow, Seller shall replenish the escrow to the 
extent of any amount released from escrow at the end of the first year. Any amount remaining in the escrow, other than amounts 
subject to pending indemnification claims, shall be released to Seller at the end of the two year period.  

Further, GCA will reimburse to Seller, in a lump sum cash payment, an amount equal to all of the cash and cash equivalents 
owned by Seller or CGS located or contained within, in transit to, or held by a third party for placement into, automated teller 
machines and/or cash cages at CGS’ gaming establishment customers as of the closing of the transaction (collectively, the “Customer 
Premises Cash”). The total amount of cash paid to Seller upon the closing of the transaction, including the purchase price, as adjusted, 
and the Customer Premises Cash, will not exceed $100,000,000.  

The Agreement contains customary representations and warranties of the parties, some of which have been qualified by 
disclosure schedules and some of which are subject to the materiality standards set forth in the Agreement. Seller’s representations and 
warranties were made only as of the date of the Agreement or such earlier date as specified in the Agreement, and need not remain 
accurate through the closing date. Generally, Seller’s representations and warranties shall generally survive for a period of two years 
following the closing date; certain customary representations and warranties of Seller shall survive for longer periods.  

The Agreement also contains customary and other covenants of the parties, which include (i) Seller’s obligation to cause CGS 
and its subsidiaries to conduct their businesses in the ordinary course consistent with past practice and to use their commercially 
reasonable best efforts to reduce the Customer Premises Cash, together with cash included in working capital, to an amount less than 
$75,000,000 as of the closing date, (ii) CGS’ obligation to give GCA access to the properties, books, contracts, employees and records 
of CGS and its subsidiaries and GCA’s obligation to keep confidential certain information of CGS and its subsidiaries until the closing 
of the transaction, (iii) GCA’s agreement that the right of present and former directors and officers of CGS and its subsidiaries to 
indemnification for acts or omissions occurring prior to the closing of the transaction will survive for three years after the closing of 
the transaction, and (iv) the parties’ obligation to facilitate the transfer of certain employees to GCA and to use their commercially 
reasonably best efforts to obtain all requisite approvals, from gaming regulators and otherwise, and to consummate the transaction.  

   



   

The Agreement includes reciprocal indemnification obligations of GCA and Seller for breach of representations, warranties and 
covenants contained in the Agreement. The Agreement also includes indemnification obligations of GCA and Seller for certain 
specifically enumerated matters.  

Seller will be required to indemnify GCA and its related parties only if indemnifiable damages exceed a threshold of $100,000 
and only up to a limitation of $2,500,000 in the aggregate. Notwithstanding the foregoing, Seller will be required to indemnify GCA 
and its related parties for damages, without giving effect to the $100,000 threshold, incurred as a result of (i) Seller’s breach of certain 
fundamental representations related to, among other things, the power and authority of Seller and CGS to enter into the Agreement 
and the capitalization of CGS and its subsidiaries, (ii) certain specifically enumerated liabilities and indemnification claims, 
(iii) Seller’s fraud or misconduct, (iv) Seller’s failure to release CGS and its subsidiaries from all guarantees, indemnification and 
similar commitments with respect to obligations or liabilities of Seller or its affiliates (the “Release”), (v) breach or violation of certain 
covenants, agreements and obligations of Seller during the period between the execution of the Agreement and the closing of the 
transaction, (vi) any difference in the actual versus estimated net working capital of CGS and its subsidiaries, (vii) any difference in 
the actual versus estimated Customer Premises Cash, and (viii) Seller’s breach of certain tax representations, warranties and 
covenants.  

GCA and its related parties will be limited to recovery for indemnifiable damages in an amount of $2,500,000 in the aggregate, 
except for indemnifiable damages incurred as a result of the matters described in clauses (i)-(viii) of the preceding paragraph. GCA 
and its related parties will be limited to recovery for damages only from the escrow account, except for damages incurred as a result of 
the matters described in clauses (i)-(iii) and clauses (v)-(viii) of the preceding paragraph.  

GCA and Seller may terminate the Agreement at any time prior to the consummation of the transaction by mutual written 
consent or by either party providing the other party with written notice at any time after May 1, 2008 or if a government order 
prohibits the consummation of the transaction. Further, each of GCA and Seller may terminate the Agreement upon the other party’s, 
and in the case of GCA, CGS’, uncured material breach of the Agreement.  

The consummation of the transaction is subject to certain closing conditions related to, among other things, the accuracy of the 
parties’ representations and warranties, which, in the case of Seller, were made only as of the date of the Agreement or such earlier 
date as specified in the Agreement and need not remain accurate through the closing date; the performance of covenants; the execution 
and delivery of ancillary agreements, including the escrow agreement; and the termination of certain specified contracts. GCA’s 
obligation to consummate the transaction is further subject to a condition that the total amount of cash paid to Seller at the closing of 
the transaction will not exceed $100,000,000 and a condition that Seller effectuate the Release. The parties expect to consummate the 
transaction in late March or early April 2008.  

   



   

Item 9.01.   Financial Statements and Exhibits.  

(c) Exhibits  

   

      
Exhibit No.   Document 
       
99.1  

  
Press Release announcing the execution of the Stock Purchase Agreement with Fidelity National Transaction 
Services, Inc. and Certegy Gaming Services, Inc. 



   

SIGNATURES  

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its 
behalf by the undersigned thereunto duly authorized.  

   

          
  

  
GLOBAL CASH ACCESS HOLDINGS, INC.  
  

Date: March 3, 2008    By:   /s/ Scott Betts 
   

  
  

  
  

         Scott Betts 
         Chief Executive Officer 
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Exhibit No.   Document 
       
99.1  

  
Press Release announcing the execution of the Stock Purchase Agreement with Fidelity National Transaction 
Services, Inc. and Certegy Gaming Services, Inc. 



   



   

Exhibit 99.1 

Press Release Announcing the Execution of the Stock Purchase Agreement  
with Fidelity National Transaction Services, Inc. and Certegy Gaming Services, Inc.  

GLOBAL CASH ACCESS TO ACQUIRE CERTEGY GAMING SERVIC ES FOR $25 MILLION  

Acquisition to Give GCA Greater Scale to Compete in Electronic Payments Market  

LAS VEGAS (February 28, 2008) – Global Cash Access, Inc. (GCA) has executed an agreement to acquire Certegy Gaming 
Services, Inc., formerly known as Game Financial (CGS) from Fidelity National Transaction Services, Inc., a subsidiary of 
Fidelity National Information Services, Inc . (FIS).  

GCA provides nearly 1,000 gaming properties worldwide with technology and services designed to help gaming patrons gain more 
convenient access to cash and help gaming properties operate efficiently and better serve, understand, attract and retain customers. 
CGS provides similar cash access services to approximately 130 gaming properties in the U.S. and the Caribbean.  

At the closing of the acquisition, GCA will acquire all of CGS’ issued shares of stock for a purchase price of $25 million, and CGS 
will become a wholly owned GCA subsidiary. In addition, GCA will replace CGS’ cash currently held in CGS’ ATM machines and 
cages located at its customer premises. GCA will gain approximately 100 new employees as a result of the acquisition, most of whom 
will be continuing their employment in CGS’ in-casino booth operations. The closing is scheduled for the end of March, subject to 
customary and other closing conditions.  

Said GCA Chief Executive Officer Scott H. Betts , “The acquisition of CGS will help ensure we maintain the scale necessary to 
advance our product innovation efforts, support our commitment to continue to meet the needs of our customers, and provide the 
growth and cross-selling potential that our shareholders expect. We also see this move as essential for us to continue to compete 
effectively in the highly competitive electronic payments market, with its many players, several of whom are much larger than GCA”.  

Goldman, Sachs & Co. acted as financial advisor to GCA and Morrison & Foerster LLP acted as legal advisor to GCA.  

About Global Cash Access  

Global Cash Access, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of Global Cash Access Holdings, Inc. (NYSE: GCA), is the leading provider of 
cash access and related services to the global gaming industry.  Based in Las Vegas, GCA serves approximately 1,000 casinos and 
other clients in the U.S., Canada, Europe, the Caribbean and Asia. GCA provides proprietary technology that helps responsible patrons 
access cash via ATM, debit card, check cashing and credit card cash advance transactions for their casino entertainment. GCA also 
provides services that enhance casino marketing initiatives and credit decision-making through its wholly owned subsidiary Central 
Credit LLC, a credit decision-making tool that uses proprietary credit bureau databases. GCA is recognized with numerous gaming 
industry awards for developing technologies and services that enhance casino profitability and customer loyalty. For more 
information, visit www.globalcashaccess.com .  

   

   



   

Cautionary Note Regarding Forward-Looking Statements  

This press release contains forward-looking statements within the “safe harbor” provisions of the Private Securities Litigation Reform 
Act of 1995. All statements included in this press release, other than statements that are purely historical, are forward-looking 
statements. Forward-looking statements in this press release include, without limitation, GCA’s intention to consummate the 
acquisition of the CGS stock; the impact such acquisition may have on our business, on our ability to compete in the electronic 
payments marketplace, or on growth and cross-selling potential; and our intention to develop products and technology. These forward-
looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and are subject to a number of risks and uncertainties that could cause 
actual results to differ materially from the results implied or contemplated by the forward-looking statements, including but not 
limited to the failure to satisfy all conditions precedent to consummating the acquisition; difficulty integrating CGS’s operations into 
our ours, the overestimation of potential synergies from the acquisition, the loss of CGS’s customers as a result of the acquisition, the 
loss of key CGS personnel following the acquisition and the assumption of unanticipated liabilities; and inaccuracies in our 
assumptions as to gaming patron habits, the unwillingness or inability of either patrons or gaming establishment personnel to use new 
products and services and bear the economic costs of doing so, and regulatory impediments to the deployment of new products or 
technology. The forward-looking statements in this press release are subject to additional risks and uncertainties set forth under the 
heading “Risk Factors” in our filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission, including, without limitation, our Quarterly 
Report on Form 10-Q filed on January 30, 2008, and are based on information available to us on the date hereof. We do not intend, 
and assume no obligation, to update any forward-looking statements. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-
looking statements, which speak only as of the date of this press release.  

   

   


